
Host Brett says:
Summary: Following extensive repairs at SB-39S, the USS Delphyne proceeds on its normal patrol of the Arteline sector.  Along with a shakedown of their systems, they are to investigate strange sensor readings in the Hudan system.

Host Brett says:
Summary: The shakedown has shown only minor problems which are easily corrected.  The Delphyne is now approaching Hudan at Warp 2, ETA is 2 hours.

Host Brett says:
USS Delphyne - Mission 300

Host Brett says:
<<<<Begin Mission "The Last Dragon - Part 1">>>>

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::on the bridge in the center chair:: FCO: ETA to the Hudan system?

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: At the Big Table in main engineering, checking systems and going over the results from the shakedown.::

FCO_Ens_Goggles says:
::on the bridge, just flying the ship::

CNS_Jakiel says:
::sits in her chair on the bridge during this nice little routine investigation and cursory testing::

CTO_K`Vas says:
::on the bridge at tactical::

CMO_Hunter says:
::in sickbay...as usual::

FCO_Ens_Goggles says:
::jumps as the Captain speaks to him::  CO:  At current speed, 2 hours, Captain.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
FCO: Thank you Ensign.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Status of the weapons system?

FCO_Ens_Goggles says:
::slightly adjusts the course::

TO_Re`Volos says:
::In the armory, running drills::

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Fully functional captain, I request some target buoys be jettison so that I can make a final check of targeting

FCO_Ens_Goggles says:
::checks the star chart once again::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Granted.  Work with Ensign Goggles and coordinate flight and tactical.

FCO_Ens_Goggles says:
::jumps again at the mention of his name::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
EO_Fixit: Ensign, check the EPS in panel 14-D39. There appears to be an anomaly in the flow there.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CEO*: Commander, status of the repairs?

FCO_Ens_Goggles says:
CO/CTO:  I have a few tactical maneuvers programmed actually.  That will be a good opportunity to test them.  ::smiles::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<EO_Fixit>: CEO: Aye, sir.  :: Grabs a kit and heads for the naughty conduit panel. ::

CMO_Hunter says:
::instructs one of the senior physicians to take charge of sickbay, and leaves for the bridge::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CMO*: Doctor, status of sickbay?

CTO_K`Vas says:
CTO: Very good ensign.  Prepare for tactical maneuvers.  :: fires two buoys ::  Execute

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO* There were a few minor problems in the shakedown, captain. We're almost done with the repairs. I have someone looking at the last problematic area right now.

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*:: As of 30 seconds ago when I left, its fully stocked and operational

FCO_Ens_Goggles says:
CTO:  But sir, shouldn't we drop from warp first?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CEO*: very good, Commander.  Keep me informed.

CTO_K`Vas says:
FCO: That is the idea ensign, not all battles are fought on impulse

CMO_Hunter says:
::enters the bridge::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO*: Aye... captain.

FCO_Ens_Goggles says:
CTO:  Very well, sir.  Initiating tactical maneuver Omega 4.  ::engages it::

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: as the ships rolls on its access the CTO fires at the targets :: FCO: Firing

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*EO_Fixit*: Keep me informed of the status of your repair, ensign. The eyes of the bridge are upon us.

CMO_Hunter says:
::strolls on over to stand next to the seated CNS, tossing a nod to the CTO and also noticing the conspicuous absence of his wife, who probably had her nose in a lab somewhere in the ship::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::turns to Ariel:: CNS: You are very quiet, Counsellor.  Did you have a nice R&R?

CNS_Jakiel says:
::listens to the other stations give reports. Turns to the captain:: CO:  Yes, I did, ma'am. I needed it.

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Captain we are receiving a distress call from a mining camp in the Hudan system

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::grins:: CNS: I think we all needed it. ::reaches down and pets Dog who sneaked from behind her chair and was sitting next to her::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::looks up:: CTO: On screen, Lt.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<EO_Fixit>: *CEO*: Aye, commander. This looks fairly straightforward. I estimate the repair to take 10 minutes.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::says quietly:: CMO:  Hello Owyn...everything in sickbay back up to normal now?

CTO_K`Vas says:
::puts the distress signal thru on the screen :: CO On screen

Host Brett says:
Action: The screen resolves into a dimly lit room.  Dust and smoke fill the air, and the room seems to be lit with emergency lighting.  The human on screen is obviously shaken.

TO_Re`Volos says:
::dresses down an ensign for a sloppy performance, still very angry about being deceived on the last mission::

CMO_Hunter says:
CNS:: Yes, finally, we've been going through medical supplies like crazy, finally restocked again

CNS_Jakiel says:
Self, under her breath:  Oh no...  ::shakes her head at the view.

Host Brett says:
<Hudan> COM: Delphyne: This is the mining camp on asteroid 34-2, Hudan system.  We are under attack by an unknown vessel!  It came out of nowhere!  ::The station is rocked by an explosion::

CMO_Hunter says:
::looks up at the screen, and sighs::

CNS_Jakiel says:
::as an aside as she listens to the comm:: CMO:  Looks like we may need them.

Host Brett says:
Action: The screen dissolves into static before resolving back into the view of the miner.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::stands up as Dog scoots back under her chair:: COMM: Hudan: This is Captain T'Kar of the USS Delphyne.  We are on our way.  How long can you hold out?

CMO_Hunter says:
CNS:: Apparently

Host CO_K`Beth says:
FCO: Maximum warp to the mining camp.

CNS_Jakiel says:
To no one in particular:  Not another Romulan attack!

CTO_K`Vas says:
<FCO_Goggle> CO: Aye ma'am

CMO_Hunter says:
CO:; How long before we reach the mine?

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Captain shall I take the ship to red alert

Host Brett says:
<Hudan> COM: Delphyne: I don't know!  We're pretty deep in a nickel-iron rock, but their weapons are very powerful.  They've exposed most of our structure already.  ::Shakes as another explosion hits::  How long?

TO_Re`Volos says:
::grabs the weapon out of the hands of the aforementioned Ensign and demonstrates the proper drilling technique, then throws it back at him and yells at everyone to continue::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<FCO_Goggle>: CO: We'll arrive at the mining camp in 12 minutes.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::listens to the FCO call out the ETA:: COMM: Hudan: 12 minutes.  Just hang on that long.

Host Brett says:
Action: Behind the miner on the screen, another man runs by.  You hear the word "boarders" as he passes.

CMO_Hunter says:
CO:: I'll return to sickbay and make it ready to receive wounded.

CMO_Hunter says:
CNS:: Care to join me Counselor?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Have a team ready on standby to beam down to the camp. And take us to red alert, Lt.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CNS: Counselor, take over science please.

Host Brett says:
<Man> COM: Delphyne: Looks at his running companion before looking back at the screen.  We'll try.  We have only a few hand phasers here.  And I think our reactor might be damaged, I'm detecting increased radiation.  If that goes...

Host CO_K`Beth says:
COMM: Hudan: Is there a safe place for you to evacuate?  how many people do you have there?

CNS_Jakiel says:
CMO:  Sorry, but if things get rough, I might. CO:  Yes ma'am.  ::gets up and moves to the chair at science

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Yes captain :: hits the red alert, charges weapons,  and raises shields ::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Watches the energy reading as the warp drive is pushed to maximum. ::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CMO: Dr...have a medical team ready to go down as soon as the camp is secure.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::starts some scans on the area::

CMO_Hunter says:
CO:: Aye, aye ma'am, I’ll be joining them

CTO_K`Vas says:
*TO*: Lieutenant assemble a party to repel boarders upon our arrival, assemble in transporter room 1 double time

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO/CNS: Lt...do you have the attacker on sensors?

Host Brett says:
<Man> COM: Delphyne: No, nowhere.  We have several shuttles but our shuttle bay was destroyed in the first attack.  We have...had...75 people here, a mix of Harellians and Federation sentients.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
EO_Staff: Ok, people. It looks like we're going to be busy for a little while. Maintain physical inspection and watch the strain on the ship's systems.

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: scans for the attackers:: CO : Scanning now captain

CMO_Hunter says:
::returns to sickbay, begins issuing orders to prep the sickbay, dispatches his Emergency response teams to there posts, and assembles his landing team

Host CO_K`Beth says:
FCO: As soon as we get within visual range put it up on the main viewscreen.

TO_Re`Volos says:
::selects several Sec_Officers from the drill and runs to TR1::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<FCO_Goggle>: CO: Aye, captain.

Host Brett says:
Action: Behind the man a Harellian woman runs into view.  "They're here!" she screams before running out of frame.  Another explosion freezes the image of the worried miner on-screen before dissolving into static.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
COMM: Hudan: We will have teams ready to assist you as soon as possible.  Just hold on and try to keep your people out of the attacker's way.

TO_Re`Volos says:
::arrives in TR1 a short time later with a sizeable Security force::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Can you get them back on-line?

TO_Re`Volos says:
*CTO*: Party assembled and ready in Transporter Room 1, sir.

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: increases the power to communications and widens the bandwidth:: CO: Trying to reestablish link now captain

CNS_Jakiel says:
CO:  Trying to find them, no luck yet.

CMO_Hunter says:
::walks into the transporter room:: *CO*: Medical team standing by with the security detail, permission to bring the Counselor with me?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CMO*: No doctor...I need her here at science.

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Captain I am detecting the mining camp.  Radiation levels are elevated and there is a medium size vessel holding position above.  They are jamming communications

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CNS: Anything on long range sensors?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Type of vessel?

CNS_Jakiel says:
CO:  Ma'am.  There's increased radiation at the mining camp.  It might mean an impending reactor breach if I'm not mistaken!

CMO_Hunter says:
TO:: You ready for this?

CTO_K`Vas says:
*TO*: Understood.   Issue phaser rifles and transporter enhancers to all and standby

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Unknown configuration captain

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CNS: Prepare to transport everyone off of there :: grimly:: if we get there in time.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Try hailing the vessel.

Host Brett says:
Action: The Delphyne arrives in the battle area.

TO_Re`Volos says:
::grins at the CMO::

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Aye captain :: opens communications ::

CNS_Jakiel says:
CO:  Captain, I have a flicker on the scans...another ship...unknown as to type at this moment.  Trying to resolve the image now.

TO_Re`Volos says:
CMO: Klingons are always ready for battle.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<FCO_Goggles>: CO: On screen now.

Host Brett says:
INFO: On screen, the alien vessel can be seen.  It bears a resemblance to a large BoP, with sweeping wings and a neck.  It is about the size of a Klingon cruiser.

CNS_Jakiel says:
CO:  It's at the far end of the scanning range.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Fire across the ship's bow.

CMO_Hunter says:
TO:: ::laughs:; Indeed they are, Issue a phaser to each member of my team, they know not to use them unless fired upon

CNS_Jakiel says:
CO:  Configured to transport miners.  Trying to lock onto them.

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Yes captain :: fires warning shot across the bow of the enemy ::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
:looks at the image and walks closer to the viewscreen:: Self: It can't be....

TO_Re`Volos says:
::gets phaser rifles for the Sec Team and phasers for the Medical personnel and transporter enhancers for everyone::

CMO_Hunter says:
::straps the phaser to his hip, and the enhancer to his arm::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Any response to our hail?

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Negative captain trying all frequencies

Host Brett says:
Action: The mining camp can now be seen, along with weapons damage there seems to be a large "pod" of some type attached to the wall of the structure.  The vessel turns on its axis and returns fire, barely missing the incoming Delphyne.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::frowns as she sees the lock is not holding::  CO:  Captain, I won't be able to lock onto the miner's...too much radiation.  Trying to work around it.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CNS: Keep trying Counselor.

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*:: What are the radiation levels on the planet? we may need exposure suits

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: They are returning fire

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::grits her teeth as the vessel fires:: CTO: Return fire and target their weapons systems.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::notices the type of ship on screen and briefly glances at her mate, then back at the scans.  Still no lock::

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: targets the weapons systems of the other ship and fires full volley of phasers :: CO: Aye captain

Host Brett says:
Action: The Delphyne's weapons impact the alien vessel's shields.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Monitors the weapon systems and impulse drive. ::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::keeps looking at the viewscreen and kept help but notice that this ship looks like Flynn's only twice as large::

CNS_Jakiel says:
CO:  Captain, reactor going critical!!  No more than ten minutes at most.  It could go at any point from now...

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CNS: Can you get a lock?

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Captain we have reduced their shields by 12%, minor hull damage

Host Brett says:
Action: The alien accelerates away from the asteroid and fires at the Delphyne.  Their weapons are of a particle nature and carry quite a punch, rocking the Excelsior.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Fire again, Lt.  Same target.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::tries to boost the signal and wishes she could get some probes out to triangulate and sharpen the reception for a lock:: CO:  No, ma'am...still not yet.  ::feeling very frustrated::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Grabs the Big Table when the ship rocks. ::

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: grabs console .  Targets weapons again and fires everything ::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::holds on as the Delphyne rocks:: FCO: Evasive maneuvers, Ensign.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::hangs onto the console until the shaking stops and returns to frantically try to resolve the lock again::

CNS_Jakiel says:
CO:  Captain, we can beam into the area, but I wouldn't recommend beaming anyone out.  It's much too unstable.

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Captain, shields down 19% and we have sustained minor damage to the saucer section

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<FCO_Goggles>: CO: Evasive maneuvers, aye.  :: Punches up evasive program Goggle-Alpha. ::

Host Brett says:
Action: Again the Delphyne phasers find their mark, but the alien sports some type of rapid fire pulse phaser that it uses to intercept all but one of the incoming torpedoes.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CNS: Try and contact the miners....tell them we need them to set up transporter enhancers.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CEO*: We need more power to the shields.

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Captain their shields are down to 60% and the starboard weapons are off line

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<FCO_Goggles>:  :: Begins next evasive sequence. ::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Fire again.  I want all of their weapons off-line.

Host Brett says:
Action: The alien vessel turns and fires again, this time a large ball of energy from a forward launcher.  It arcs toward the Delphyne, tracking it.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO*: More power to shields, aye.  :: Begins siphoning power off non-essential systems and shunts it to shields. ::

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: fires again, same target, same selection ::

CNS_Jakiel says:
CO:  I'll do that immediately.  ::initiates a comm after tying into OPS::  COMM: Hudan: anyone::  This is the Delphyne.  Trying to get a lock on you.  Need you to set up transporter enhancers...

Host CO_K`Beth says:
FCO: Evasive maneuvers, Ensign!

CTO_K`Vas says:
All: Incoming

Host Brett says:
Action: Several internal explosions rock the asteroid below, as systems begin to fail.

CNS_Jakiel says:
CO:  Captain...reactor breach imminent...

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*All*: Brace for impact.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<FCO_Goggles>  :: Sees incoming attack, adjusts evasive actions to avoid. ::

Host Brett says:
Action: The alien vessel avoids most of the Delphyne's fire, escaping with minor shield damage and ducking behind a nearby asteroid.

CNS_Jakiel says:
CO:  The ore in the mine is igniting...the asteroid will be destroyed...anything nearby will be too

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<FCO_Goggles> CO: Their weapons seems to be tracking us, captain!

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: fires phasers at the energy ball trying to stop it ::

Host Brett says:
Action: The FCO's and CTO’s efforts are partially successful, as the huge Plasma ball hits a small asteroid and explodes.  The Delphyne is thrown nearly 180 degrees end over end by the explosion.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Grabs the Big Table as Inertial Dampers go into overdrive. ::

Host Brett says:
Action: Sparks fly across the bridge, in main engineering there are several explosions as EPS conduits let go, throwing several crewmembers off the upper level.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<EO_Fixit>:  :: Falls back as the plasma conduit near him erupts. ::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
EO_Staff: All: Status!

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: checks his tactical display for the other ship ::

CMO_Hunter says:
ALL:: Everyone ok?

CNS_Jakiel says:
::is thrown by the impact and lands on the floor, her head hitting another the bottom of one of the consoles::

Host Brett says:
Action: As the Ship rights itself, the alien vessel appears again from behind its cover.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::holds on tightly to the FCO's chair back as the ship rocks and rolls:: FCO: Keep evasive maneuvers, Ensign.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Fire...full spread.

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: tracks the vessel and fires again ::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Routes power to keep systems operational, as much as possible. ::

TO_Re`Volos says:
CMO: Nothing serious Doctor. ::checks the rest of his team::

CNS_Jakiel says:
::groans and sits up, then rises to move back to the science console::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<FCO_Goggles> CO: Aye, ma'am.  :: Initiates evasive program Goggles-Delta. ::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CMO*: Dr...we need a medic on the bridge.

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*:: on my way!

CEO_Mash`ev says:
EO_Hayes: Get to the upper level and route power systems. We can't lose any systems, now!

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CNS: Time to the mine exploding?

CMO_Hunter says:
::almost runs to the bridge::

Host Brett says:
Action: The Delphyne's torpedoes, fired at such close range, strike before the alien's anti-missile system can track them.  Their forward shields collapse and the port wing of the vessel is sheared off.  The ship turns away, amazingly maneuverable for so much damage and flees.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::feels slightly dizzy::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CEO*: Damage report!

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<EO_Hayes>: CEO: Aye, sir.  :: Grabs an engineering kit and heads to the upper level. ::

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Captain they are breaking off

CMO_Hunter says:
:enters the bridge::

CMO_Hunter says:
CO:: where do you need a medic?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::sees the ship run:: FCO: Take us within transporter range of the mine.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO*: Reports are coming in now, captain!

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CMO: The counsellor.

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: targets the ship :: CO : Captain shall I keep firing

CMO_Hunter says:
CNS:: you ok?

CMO_Hunter says:
:;takes out his tricorder and scans the CNS::

Host Brett says:
Action: The reactor in the camp below goes super-critical and explodes.  Millions of tons of ore in the mine's veins catch fire and also begin to erupt.  The asteroid itself begins to come apart.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Only if they turn back.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::rubs her head::  CMO:  Just a little bump on the head...feeling a bit dizzy is all.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<FCO_Goggles> CO: Aye, closing distance now, captain. We should be in transporter range in a moment.

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: keeps a lock on the other ship :: CO: Aye captain

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::sees the mine explode:: FCO: Belay that....get us out of here...maximum speed.

Host Brett says:
Action: Ahead, the alien vessel engages it’s drive, a small wormhole effect forms around it.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<FCO_Goggles> CO: Aye, full reverse engaged. :: Watches the destruction on the screen. ::

CMO_Hunter says:
CNS:: I think you may have a small concussion ::administers a Hypospray:::

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Captain they are making a run for it

CNS_Jakiel says:
::sees the scans::  CO:  The asteroid is about to be destroyed too, captain.  We need to keep out of range.

CNS_Jakiel says:
CO:  The reactor has already blown...

Host Brett says:
Action: The asteroid explodes, sending a huge shockwave outward toward both ships.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
FCO: I said maximum speed...take us to warp as soon as it is safe.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<FCO_Goggles>  :: Brings ship around 180 degrees and prepares to engage warp engine, as soon as the Delphyne is in the clear. ::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<FCO_Goggles> CO: Aye, captain.

Host Brett says:
Action: The shockwave races toward the Delphyne.  Behind them, the alien vessel is caught in the wave and explodes, adding a  colored light to the incoming wave

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::watches the shock wave come after them:: FCO: Forget safe....take us to warp now, Ensign!

CNS_Jakiel says:
::sees the anomalous blip on the radar again::  CO:  Captain!  The ship again...on radar.  It looks like it might be a Federation ship.  ::glad to have some good news:: Shall I try hailing?

SO_So`Quon says:
::leaves science lab 2, having had enough of all this racket going on, shaking the ship and his experiments up, goes to the bridge::

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Incoming shockwave, captain

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<FCO_Goggles> CO: Aye, captain. Engaging warp drive now. :: Engages warp drive. ::

Host Brett says:
Action: As the Delphyne engages warp drive, the shockwave catches them...

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CNS: Tell them to stay clear of the area.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::arrives on the bridge in time to hear the warning go out for the shockwaves and rushes to grab the rail::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*All*: Brace for impact!

Host Brett says:
Action: The ship is tossed as a cork in a storm, consoles explode, the inertial dampers flicker on and off-line causing the crew to be thrown across the ship like dolls. 

SO_So`Quon says:
::arrives from the other turbolift seeing the CSO just arriving too, then sees the shockwave on the screen too late::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Grabs hold of the Big Table, tries to avoid hitting his head on anything. ::

CMO_Hunter says:
:;throws himself and the CNS to the floor just in time::

SO_So`Quon says:
::goes flying back into the master situation monitor::

CTO_K`Vas says:
::gets flipped across his console landing on his feet and hands, butt down ::

CNS_Jakiel says:
::starts to initiate the comm again, but finds herself on the floor under the doctor::

TO_Re`Volos says:
::rattles around inside TR 1 with the rest of the Security Team like dice in a cup::

Host Brett says:
Action: The lights flicker on and off, finally failing altogether as the warp core drops off-line and computer shuts down all EPS conduits to prevent a massive explosion.  The viewscreen goes dark, the last image a weird, spiraling energy wave that engulfs the ship.  Everyone looses consciousness.

CMO_Hunter says:
::Blacks out::

CNS_Jakiel says:
::passes out after she saw a strange light::

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: blacks out before he can get up::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Loses grip on Big Table as he loses consciousness. ::

TO_Re`Volos says:
::joins the rest of the crew in the realms of unconsciousness::

SO_So`Quon says:
::is very much unconscious on floor::

Host Brett says:
INFO: Time passes.

Host Brett says:
Action: Slowly, the crew who are able, return to consciousness.  The ship is now lit by red emergency lighting.  The air has a smoky haze and most of the consoles are still dark.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Raises himself up and tries to get his bearings. ::

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: slowly gets up.  Growling while getting to his feet::

CMO_Hunter says:
::slowly regains consciousness::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::coughs and pulls herself up to her feet. Looks around the bridge:: All: Report!

SO_So`Quon says:
::drums his fingers on the floor, opens his eyes and slowly picks himself up::

CMO_Hunter says:
::rolls over onto his back::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::rises to her hands and knees and feels woozy::

CNS_Jakiel says:
:;still dizzy, tries to rise, trying to get out from under the doctor:: CMO:  Owyn, are you alright?  ::sits up when he moves::

TO_Re`Volos says:
::realizes that he's conscious, checks for injuries before moving, then slowly gets up after he finds no major problems::

CTO_K`Vas says:
::gets back up to his console and tries to get status of the ship ::

CMO_Hunter says:
CNS:: Yes I'm fine, I feel like I have the mother of all hangovers though

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::staggers over to a yeoman who lay trapped under debris:: CMO: Doctor....over here! ::looks for the CMO::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::crawls back to the rail that she had tried to hang on to, but this time uses it to pull herself up::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Attempts to pull up a console in Main Engineering. ::

SO_So`Quon says:
::feels an ache on his back, and not his head as he expected, then looks at the master situation display:: Self: Well, I'm glad I didn't break it.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::shakes her head, trying to remove the fuzziness::  CMO:  Same here....

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<FCO_Goggles>  :: Still unconscious. ::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::hits her commbadge:: *CEO*: Engineering...this is the bridge.  Status report.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::holds her stomach hoping that the twins are alright as she moves to the science console::

SO_So`Quon says:
::goes over to check on Ariel:: CNS: Are you ok? ::looks for any serious wounds on her head::

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Captain the computer is not operational, some circuits may need reinitialized :: the former engineer in him speaking ::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO*: We need to get the computer back online.

TO_Re`Volos says:
::Gets the conscious and mobile Sec_Officers to check the others::

CNS_Jakiel says:
::reaches up to grab hold of the console to help get back in the seat::  SO:  I just hit my head earlier...I think I'll be okay.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
EO_Fixit: Get the computer back online, now!

SO_So`Quon says:
::sighs relief and goes to check on the CSO now:: CSO: Ma'am?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::limps over to science:: CSO/SO: Are you both all right?

CNS_Jakiel says:
::looks over at her mate and sighs in relief when he doesn't seem to be harmed:: SO: And you?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Try and get sensors back up.

SO_So`Quon says:
CO/CNS: I'm fine. Nothing bleeding at least.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<EO_Fixit> CEO: Aye, sir.  :: Goes off to get the computer back online. ::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::waves him off a bit::  CO/SO: I think I am fine.  Trying to get a sensor analysis for you.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO* Warp core is off-line, captain.

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Yes captain.  But the computer is making it difficult

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::tries to scan the area around them::

CNS_Jakiel says:
::sees some blood on her arm from a gash and wonders what hit her::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
SO: Give me a hand here.

SO_So`Quon says:
::goes over to science II to help::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::nods and pats the SO on the shoulder as she walks by towards the FCO.  Bends down to the unconscious FCO:: CMO: Doc...over here as soon as you are able. ::looks at the flight console and tries to bring up navigation::

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: glances at his mate sees she is hurt but that the doctor is near  ::

CMO_Hunter says:
:slowly brings himself to the standing position looks around and moves over to the FCO::

CNS_Jakiel says:
::walks over to Owyn:: CMO:  Do you need help?  Science is fully manned now.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CNS: Counsellor...I need a casualty count.  Contact all of the departments.

CMO_Hunter says:
CNS:: Yes please, do a rapid assessment on everyone, even the Captain

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Captain only sporadic operation of the short range sensors.  It appears we are still in the asteroid field, no other ship within point 2 light years

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::coughs in all the smoke::  CO: Long range senses are down.

CNS_Jakiel says:
CO:  Yes, ma'am.  CMO:  I'll get to that as soon as I contact the departments.  ::glances at the captain::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
SO: Do you know what happened here?

SO_So`Quon says:
::having trouble with his flickering console:: Self: What a mess. CSO: I have so little frame of reference. I got here the same time as you. All I saw was a shockwave hitting us.

CMO_Hunter says:
::does a quick scan of the FCO::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::sees that the Navigation readings are strange.  There are no federation marker buoys anywhere.  The computer failure making it impossible to get a fix.::

CNS_Jakiel says:
::makes her way to OPS and sits down gently, aching a little from the first fall.  Sends a general comm to each department to report in on casualties::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<EO_Fixit> CEO: Main Computer coming back online now, sir.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Try and get short range sensors at least.  Navigation is giving me strange readings. ::tries the communication systems::

SO_So`Quon says:
CSO: I certainly hope the navigational array wasn't depolarized from the impact. That could render the dish useless.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
SO: See if you can access the runabout and use her long range sensors.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO*: Captain, the Main Computer is coming back online. You should see something momentarily.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CEO*: Good work, Commander.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Aye ma'am.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*TO*: Are you still with us, Lt?

SO_So`Quon says:
::sees the bad news: CSO: I'm afraid the runabout is in bad shape. It's laying upside down against a bulkhead down there.

CNS_Jakiel says:
CO:  Captain?  Casualties coming in from all departments...no exact count, they're too busy trying to get things up and running again.  ::pauses to listen::  Most seem to be minor injuries, but there are a few severe...falling, injuries from weapons.  Engineering reports one perished.

Host Brett says:
Action: The systems of the ship slowly come back on-line.  Several panels remain dark, shorted out by the shockwave, but the majority of systems return to working status.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO* Thank you, captain. As soon as the computer comes back online we can start the warp core initialization procedure.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::grumbles:: CO: Permission to launch a sensor probe to give us more of an idea what is out there?

Host Brett says:
Action: The viewscreen flickers back to life, showing a view of the asteroid field outside.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Do so, please.

SO_So`Quon says:
::wonders why flight control never made sure the runabout was secured properly in the shuttlebay::

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: We have visual again captain

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::sees the systems come back up:: All: I need a full damage assessment immediately.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::nods and keys in a few things::  CO: Attempting to launch now. ::pushes the send key::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CNS: Thank you Counsellor...send medical teams to all areas.

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: begins running diagnostic on all defensive and offensive systems ::

TO_Re`Volos says:
*CO*: Yes Captain. The uninjured members of my team are taking care of the others. No fatalities.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::mutters::  SO: Why is it we never can keep this ship in one piece?

CNS_Jakiel says:
CO:  Yes, ma'am.  ::turns to Owyn::  CMO:  Sending out medical teams, Doctor, to the needed departments.

SO_So`Quon says:
::checks the status of the clams, and low and behold it was indeed secured:: Self: Amazing...

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Try contacting SB 39-Sierra.

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Aye captain :: begins opening comm to SB-39 sierra::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*TO*: Good....as soon as you get a medic to tend to them...send your teams through the ship and check the status.  We still have systems down throughout.

SO_So`Quon says:
CSO: I'm not sure how many times this ship has been broken. I was only present for one occurrence.

CMO_Hunter says:
::dispatches the needed teams::

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: looks at the result from his diagnostic and growls to himself :: CO: Captain shields are on line but only functioning at 45%.  Forward torpedoe launchers are off line

TO_Re`Volos says:
*CO*: Aye, aye Captain.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Dispatches teams to start repairs across the ship. Heads the team to repair the warp core. ::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::nods:: CTO: Concentrate on the shields in case our new friends have friends of their own.  Then tackle the launchers.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::contacts sickbay and has the available physicians and nurses check in for a head count and proceeds to assign them to different departments::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: I will have to try and use the aft launcher... it will be a few more moments ::starts reprogramming the next probe::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO* Captain, we have a slight problem with the warp core. The port nacelle is damaged as well.

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Captain there is no response from SB 39 Sierra

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::curses:: *CEO*: How badly is the damage?

TO_Re`Volos says:
::waits until a medic arrives on scene before heading to the Sec_Office and assigning teams of two to patrol the ship. Grabs Ensign Snow and begins patrolling::

SO_So`Quon says:
::listens, hoping long range sensors can be restored soon::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Keep trying.  Try any Federation facilities or ships in the area.  All Federation frequencies.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO*: I'm still gathering data. The best estimate right now is 5 hours and I'll have to manually adjust the crystals to achieve best possible warp. Since the warp core is offline we'll also have to perform a cold boot.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
SO: Any estimate on the repairs of the long range sensors?

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: dispatches tactical teams to aid in the repair of the shields then the launchers :: CO: Yes Captain.  It could be damage to the subspace communications system, will keep trying all facilities all frequencies

CNS_Jakiel says:
::contacts each department that is being sent a medical team::  *CEO*:  A small medical team will be arriving shortly.  I'm sorry to hear of your loss.  I hope the others are alright.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Trying again...  ::finishes the programming and launches another probe::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CEO*: All right Commander, do the best you can.  Do we have impulse engines?

Host Brett says:
Action: The probe launches.

SO_So`Quon says:
CO: LRS is steadily coming back online, captain. Sensory feedback is still too fuzzy to be useful for now.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
Self: Yes!

CNS_Jakiel says:
::gets up from the OPS chair to do as Dr Hunter requested and starts with the science officers, scanning them::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO* Impulse engines are fully functional.

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: keeps trying to reach any Federation ship or facility.  Uses all frequencies ::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::tries to read the data coming from the probe::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CNS* Thank you, counsellor. I can't spare anyone to assist at the moment, I'm afraid.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CNS* We're keeping ourselves busy...

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CNS: How am I? ::without looking up::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CMO: How is Ensign Goggles?

SO_So`Quon says:
All: Wait a second.... ::looks at his monitor:: CO: I just had a contact for a brief second. Estimated distance is 2.5 million km.

TO_Re`Volos says:
::Continues patrolling with Ensign Snow::

CNS_Jakiel says:
::finds their injuries to be minimal, considering the other reports and moves over behind her mate, to quietly scan him, knowing he'll try to wave her off::  *CEO*:  Yes, I can imagine.  They'll attend to your people.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
SO: Can you identify it?

CTO_K`Vas says:
CNS: Counselor others require your services, I am not injured seriously

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: We are in an asteroid field.  I find 10 planets within the probe's range that are barren and lifeless.  I'm sorry, but that is about all I can tell you at the moment.

SO_So`Quon says:
CO: No ma'am. I....hold on here...I show two contacts now. Self: A sensor ghost?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Any weapons on-line at all?

CNS_Jakiel says:
::looks back at Sykora::  CSO:  Your injuries seem to be minimal.  But I want to do a thorough scan as soon as possible.

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: a look of concern crosses his face when he sees his mates condition, but returns to business::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO* I believe I can get warp 3, maybe warp 4. But it's going to be a bumpy ride - the SIF took a beating and I don't believe we're going to be able to go any faster and not fly apart.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::nods to the CNS::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
SO: Try to fine tune the sensors... maybe that will help us.

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Captain the phasers and rear torpedo launchers are all operational.  The forward tubes are still off line

CNS_Jakiel says:
::turns back to K'Vas:: CTO:  That may be, but I have my orders...sir.  ::glances down at her bloodied arm, but moves over to the captain to scan her too::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::waves over a duty FCO:: Duty_FCO: As soon as possible plot a course to SB-39s , full impulse. ::walks over to science not noticing the CNS::

TO_Re`Volos says:
::Still patrolling like a fiend with the lovely Ensign Snow::

SO_So`Quon says:
::double checks the gain on the sensors:: CSO: The sensors are fine but....now they're gone again. Can you confirm this? Maybe my monitor is damaged in some unforeseen way.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CEO*: That's better than I had hoped, Commander.  Well done.  Contact the duty FCO when we have warp.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
~~~CMO: The CNS says the twins are okay, love.~~~

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<Duty_FCO> CO: yes ma'am.  :: Plots course and sets speed. ::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::nods and tries to confirm the reading on her console::

SO_So`Quon says:
::tries to find his blips again::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Take us to red alert and keep trying to contact SB 39s.

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: notices the blood on his mate's arm::  ~~~CNS: You need the doctor more than I do little one, take care of your injuries~~~

CNS_Jakiel says:
::sees that the captain will live and catalogues in her injuries,  goes to sit back at OPS for a minute, feeling a bit dizzy again and decides to take care of her own wound so it won't get infected::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO* Aye, captain.  EO_Staff: Ok, folks. There'll be a medical crew here soon. Get yourself checked out and report back for duty as fast as possible. I'm going to be working on the warp core.

CMO_Hunter says:
CO:: Ens Goggles should be ok, his neural patterns and vital signs are fine, he's just knocked out

CMO_Hunter says:
~~~~CSO:: ::sigh of relief::

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: puts the ship back on red alert , brings the shields and all available weapons on line :: CO: Aye captain  ::continues hailing the star base ::

SO_So`Quon says:
CO: Contacts on sensors again! 900 thousand km and closing fast...two small ships.

CNS_Jakiel says:
~~~CTO:  I think you're right...I'm taking care of that.~~~

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Goes into his office and gets his engineering kit and a special warp core kit. ::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::in another window also monitors the probe as it swings out into the asteroids for another looksie::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::looks over:: CMO: Maybe you should remove him to sickbay until he regains consciousness.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
SO: Can you identify at all?

CMO_Hunter says:
::she says that just as he orders 2 orderlies from sickbay to bring a gurney and bring him down to sickbay::

SO_So`Quon says:
CO: Jem'Hadar fighter vessels.... ::now all the stories of the Great War are finally dawning on him::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Crosses to warp core, opens access panel, begins repairs to warp core. ::

CNS_Jakiel says:
::rips her sleeve open up to the wound and then cleans it off.  Reaches into the medkit to find a dermal regenerator::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::looks at him closely:: SO: Jem'Hadar?  Are you positive?

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::eyes widen at that news::  CO: Yes ma'am I read the same thing.

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Captain lateral sensor show Jem’Hadar attack fighters closing fast, weapons are armed

CNS_Jakiel says:
::looks up at mention of Jem'Hadar, feeling tense::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::shakes her head as she goes back to the command seat:: CTO: Try hailing them.

SO_So`Quon says:
CO: They are indeed of Jem'Hadar make and model, ma'am.

Host Brett says:
Action: The twin fighters close to max weapons range.

CNS_Jakiel says:
CMO:  Doctor?

TO_Re`Volos says:
::Patrolling, patrolling, patrolling, keep those TOs patrolling, rawhide::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Scans warp core with engineering tricorder. ::  Self: What a mess.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Ma'am may I recommend that we start running?  We are not in much condition to fight at the moment

CMO_Hunter says:
CNS:: Yes counsellor?

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: tries hailing the incoming fighters :: CO: Aye captain and still no response from SB-39

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::grimly:: CSO: We are running...as fast as we can.  We aren't in much condition to run either.

CNS_Jakiel says:
CMO:  Medical teams have been sent to the different departments and I've scanned the bridge people and catalogued the injuries when you have a chance to look.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::grumbles knowing that too, but glad they are at least trying::

CMO_Hunter says:
CNS:: excellent thank you ::smiles::

CNS_Jakiel says:
::nods and smiles back to Owyn a little, but then watches as the ships come closer::

CNS_Jakiel says:
CO: Captain, should I try hailing the ships?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
Self: Why would the Jem’Hadar be on the offensive?

Host Brett says:
Action: The fighters begin firing.  Their polaron beams lance out at the Delphyne and strike the shields.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Return fire....target their weapons systems.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Ma'am I have an odd reading coming from the probe in the asteroids.  It is metallic in nature.  It could be a derelict ship or debris of sorts.

SO_So`Quon says:
Aloud: Polaron weapons.... Self: Not good. ::braces himself::

CTO_K`Vas says:
::targets the weapons systems and returns fire :: CO : Aye

Host Brett says:
Action: The Delphyne rocks anew as the beams hammer the shields.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::only has half her mind on the dermal regeneration as the Delphyne fires::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::grabs her console and holds on through the rocking::

Host Brett says:
Action: The Delphyne phasers strike one of the fighters, a small explosion causes it to veer slightly and alter course away, trailing plasma.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::drops the regenerator into her lap and grabs the arms of the OPS chair::

Host Brett says:
Action: The second fighter zips nimbly through the huge rocks and comes about for another pass.

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: One of the ships is breaking formation, the other is making an attack run

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Holds the side of the warp core access panel as the ship rocks. ::  Self: what now?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::holds on to the already shaky chair of the FCO:: Duty_FCO: Maximum speed out of here...we need to get clear of these asteroids to maneuver.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Fire on the pursuing ship.

CNS_Jakiel says:
Self:  Yesss... ::as she watches one fighter damaged::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<Duty_FCO>: CO: Yes ma'am.  :: Changes course to clear asteroids. ::

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: fires on the pursuing ship, phasers and the rear launcher ::

Host Brett says:
Action: The damaged ship rights itself and turns intent on rejoining the fight.

CTO_K`Vas says:
::looks at the display :: CO:  The second ship is rejoining formation

SO_So`Quon says:
::looks to see if there are reinforcements on the way for either side::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Try and get all the info you can....but right now we can't swing by and pick it up. ::sees the other ship join in the fight::

Host Brett says:
Action: The pursuing fighter fires as it is hit.  It explodes in a fireball as the aft torpedoes strike it head on.  Its beams slam into the Delphyne's aft shields.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
SO: Use the lateral sensors to see if there is anything in the asteroids that we could use for an explosion.

CNS_Jakiel says:
Self:  Oh no....  ::wishes the fighter would stay down::

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Shields are down to 23% captain

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::nods to the CO and remotely controls the probe to come in for a closer look through another round of rocking::

Host Brett says:
Action: The second fighter charges at high speed, on a collision course.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::grimaces as the Del rocks again and she falls.  Scrambles up quickly:: CTO: Fire at that second ship.

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: tries to get target lock and fires at the second ship as ordered ::

SO_So`Quon says:
::checks the composition of the asteroids::

CNS_Jakiel says:
::hangs on to the arms of her chair, wishing she could do more to help in the battle.  Sees the captain fall and keeps an eye on her after that::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Staggers around the warp core when the ship gets rocked again. ::

Host Brett says:
Action: The Delphyne's phasers hit the incoming ship.  Its shields collapse and half of it explodes.  The remaining debris tumbles onward, glancing off the Delphyne's weakened shields...collapsing them and causing damage to the secondary hull before vaporizing against an asteroid.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::gets tossed up against her console as the ship's remains slams into them::

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Shields are down and the secondary hull is damaged from debris of the attacking vessel

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Falls to the deck after the collision impact. ::

CNS_Jakiel says:
::hears the impact to the ship and winces at the injuries that are sure to have happened again.  Is becoming fatigued from the high emotions of the crewmen and the wounded again::

SO_So`Quon says:
::nearly slips off his chair, but manages to hold on with the very tips of his claws::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::curses in Klingon as she is knocked up against the FCO's chair again and pulls herself upright:: CTO: Any breaches?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CNS: Check for casualties and get a status report from all sections.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CEO*: Commander...how are you holding up down there?

SO_So`Quon says:
CSO: The asteroids are mainly made of nickel, iron, and other trace elements. Nothing of a tactical use except to hide behind.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::moves to scan Sykora again and says very urgently, but quietly:: CSO:  Ma'am, I highly recommend you get to sickbay now.  You've been thrown about an awful lot.  It would be safer there.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
SO: Okay.

CNS_Jakiel says:
CO:  Yes, ma'am.  ::reseats herself to check in with the all the departments again::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::turns to the CNS with a whiten face::  CNS:  Are they alright?

SO_So`Quon says:
::looks and Ariel, then Sy, then Ariel again::

CTO_K`Vas says:
Himself: Qu'vatlh   CO: Captain we have a minor breech on deck 15, enlisted quarters.  They appear to be empty at the time of impact

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO* I believe I'll survive, captain. We're very lucky that there's a medical team down here to patch us up.  :: Groans as he gets to his feet. ::  I believe I'll get myself checked out.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::nods:: CTO: Have Lt. Re’Volos evacuate the area.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CEO*: Do so...and send a team to help tactical get the shields back on line.

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Aye.  *TO*: Lieutenant take a team down to deck 15 enlisted quarters and evacuate the area around the breech, double time it

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CEO* Aye, ma'am. Ensign Fixit should be at the primary shield generator now.

CNS_Jakiel says:
CSO:  The babies are okay, they're in that nice cushioned bag of water, but it's your condition I worry about.  Too much stress and your body could try to abort.

TO_Re`Volos says:
*CTO*: Aye sir. ::comms in additional teams and heads to Deck 15 with Ensign Snow to begin evacuation::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Any information of that debris in the asteroid field?  I want to see if that might explain the Jem'Hadar in this area.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO* And captain, I now I don't need to stress that I can't align the crystals when we're getting knocked about?

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: A evacuation team is on the way captain

SO_So`Quon says:
CSO: If you need to leave, commander, I can handle things for you from here.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::turns hastily back to the incoming reports::  CO:  Captain, minimal injuries this time...

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CEO*: ::wryly:: I'll inform our attackers to attack with less ferocity, Commander.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::nods to the SO::  SO: Put it on the main viewer.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Permission to report to sickbay, the CNS believes it is necessary.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO*: Thank you, captain.  :: Laughs ::  Have them tow us back while you're at it.

Host Brett says:
Action: The probe image is full of static, but it resolves itself into a huge shape.  As the probe gets closer, the shape becomes distinct...that of an Excelsior class starship, heavily damaged and dead in space.

SO_So`Quon says:
::relays the visuals from the probe on the viewer::

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: looks up at the viewscreen at the images being received ::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CEO*: I'll certainly make that request....as soon as they stop firing....::let's it trail off as she sees the viewscreen::

Host Brett says:
INFO: Most of the external markings have been wiped away by battle damage, some of which seems years old.  But as the probe closes in and passes beneath the ship's stern, the name is visible. ---  USS Delphyne


Host Brett says:
<<<<Pause>>>>

